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ABOUT  KATHALAYA       
1998-2023

A pioneer in the world of storytelling, Kathalaya’s vision is to make a positive change in education 

through the medium of storytelling over the last 25 years.

Kathalaya entered the Limca Book of Records for conducting the first International festival in India in

2005. It has reached out to over 500000 children so far.

Kathalaya’s training wing “The International Academy of Storytelling” has so far

Certified Storytellers from across the World and India- through its Certificate and

Diploma courses. It is the only Globally recongised Storytelling Academy in the

World and has trained over 98,000 aspiring adults into becoming Storytellers.

COMPLETED 167 BATCHES AT ITS CENTRE SO FAR.

KATHALAYA’S MISSION.

To create effective Teaching-Learning curriculum using stories as a foundation

education and to introduce storytelling as mainstream learning .Establish an

International Institute for Storytelling. Research and Revival of Storytelling

traditions and ancient knowledge systems. To locate the traditions of Storytelling

in their correct social and historical perspective.

2www.kathalaya.org



ABOUT GEETA RAMANUJAM
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Geeta Ramanujam besides being an internationally renowned storyteller is an educator, 

academician and administrator. She is the Executive Director of Kathalaya Trust established in 

1998 and the Founder of d Kathalaya’s International Academy of Storytelling –the only credible 

and globally recognised Academy for Storytelling in the World with affiliations to USA, 

Scotland and Sweden.  She has completed 172 batches of her certified courses .

She is an Ashoka fellow and has widely travelled to 43 countries  for workshops and 

performances and to the  27 states in India to establish Storytelling as a tool of learning . 

She is also the Indian Coordinator for the International Storytelling Network –RIC besides 

being the Indian coordinator of the Indian Storytelling Network. 

Geeta has several awards to her credit including the recent International award for the Best 

storyteller at BOCADEU storytelling festival at Brazil and the Governors award in Tamil Nadu 

for the Best Story Narrator. She was recently mentioned by the Prime Minister in his Man kit 

Baat program.  

Over 93491 people have undergone her training programs. Geeta is also a consultant in 

Education and is on the board of several educational institutions and storytelling centres both in 

India and abroad. 
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Contact

kathalaya@gmail.com

www.kathalaya.org 

8277389840

#88, BHBCS Layout,

2nd cross,3rd main, 

Bannerghatta Road,  

Bangalore - 560076.

Phone: 8277389840

mailto:kathalaya@gmail.com
http://www.kathalaya.org/
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